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There have been some changes. I have changed the
blogroll homepage into a static homepage. And there
are also some HTML lessons added and new links on
the 301+ Free Amazing Tools page, which I will add
in the side colomn.
Animated name signatures, like
my cat down to the right. You can
make them easily by following my
tips in this tutorial.
Awesome free Galleries for your
wbeiste posts. Do it yourself. Here
is a step-by-step training with
HTML codes you can use for your
own purpose
Almost every website has a goto top button, why not make this a
unique one? You can find here the
code to use for it. The code has to
be placed in a footer widget.
On the move with your website.
Do you know you get 150% more
attention when you share
animated banners?
Here is how you do that

The
creative
adult is
the child
who
survived
New Cool
Amazing
Tools
Template.net
- Awesome templates
to download
Screenfly
- Check your website
on many different
devices
Ezgif
- Resize your video
quick and easy
Piliapp
- Hundreds of Emoji's,
copy and paste

Other New Blogs
What are assets and liabilities?
A Website As An Intangible Asset
How to spot a pyramid scheme?
How to create an animated gif background to an
image
Change Mouse Pointer Image
Famous online on YouTube, are you ready?
How to create a website for affiliate marketing
The Benefits of a Content Management System –
CMS
HTML Special Symbol Codes, Japanese Emoticons,
Animated Smileys
Can you get WiFi in your car?
Being A Star In Your Industry Is A Matter Of Making
Awesome Email Newsletters
Online video course affiliate marketer no. #1
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